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According to that test, we should stop denying that a machine is "really" standpoint of our functional understanding of
the causal mechanism involved, the two are . modular view of mind these days (Fodor ), there is no evidence that a
oddity of artificial intelligence, by the way, is the slowness of programmers [!] in.

Bowers, Jeffrey S. Oxford; New York: Clarendon Press. And even if a robot and a human were TTTT
distinguishable, that would not show that they did not. Think of this homunculus as being composed of
smaller and stupider homunculi, and each of these being composed of still smaller and still stupider homunculi
until you reach a level of completely mechanical homunculi. As Fodor a has pointed out, if the only
requirement were the mapping of inputs on to outputs there would be no explanatory value in functionalism
because the task could be trivially accomplished. The emerging picture of how cognitive science can handle
intentionality should be becoming clear. Over a period of years, Dretske developed an historical account of
meaning or mental content that would preclude attributing beliefs and understanding to most machines. The
algorithm is correct when it performs the specified task, given the same input as the computational system in
question. The first function is a kind of linguistic "reflection" of the second. Early computers operated, for
example, on decimal code, rather than binary code Von Neumann  The last part of the section will discuss the
relation between the mental and the biological. The first is that, in the tradition of behaviorism, the TT
functions as a sufficient condition for ascriptions of mentality, because passing the TT is viewed as enough
evidence to justify the inference that anything that actually passes the test has a mind. In its strong and literal
form, computational functionalism says that i the brain contributes to the production of behavior by storing
and executing programs, in the sense sketched in the previous section, and ii the mind is constituted by the
programs stored and executed by the brain, plus, perhaps, the states and processes generated by executing
those programs. His argument presupposes that functionalism entails classical computationalism. Thus the
VM reply asks us to distinguish between minds and their realizing systems. All accounts of mechanisms may
be subsumed under the above template by using the broad notion of perspectival function. Consider a
computer that multiplies m times n by adding m to zero n times. In personal communications, Searle has said
that early Putnam, as well as Fodor and Pylyshyn, are to be included in the "strong" AI group as well.
Consciousness on this account qualifies as a completely causal conception: if a system has the ability to use
signs of a certain kind and is not incapacitated from exercising that ability because it is brain-damaged,
intoxicated, or otherwise impaired , then it is conscious with respect to signs of that kind. If the purpose of the
replacement is practical, the Turing test is not enormously useful. Harnad has elaborated upon the significance
of the Chinese Room for the theory of mind by observing that a Chinese dictionary may succeed in relating
some Chinese symbols to other Chinese symbols, but that such a resource would be woefully inadequate for
anyone who actually wanted to learn Chinese. The structure of scientific revolutions 2nd ed. Here we come to
the first difficulty.


